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Our vision is to simplify the overcomplicated detailing market and offer an easy to use system that instills confidence every 
time you use our products.  Americana Global’s proprietary car care system has been designed for professionals and car en-
thusiasts that strive for perfection, quality and time efficiency. 

Our products have been researched and engineered to the highest standard to achieve the best results on the market. Quality, 
excellent craftsmanship, and superior products! That is what you can expect when purchasing our products.

QUALITY PRODUCTS MADE IN THE USA

AMERICANA GLOBAL

ELEVATE YOUR 
CAR CARE GAME
Americana Global’s mission is to develop products 

that produce exceptional results while elevating the 

standard of detailing. Our 4-Stage Car Care System 

equips detailing professionals and automotive 

enthusiasts with chemicals and paint protection 

supplies that work harmoniously to help -  

PREPARE  |  CORRECT  |  MAINTAIN  |  PROTECT

Prep work is crucial in creating long lasting results. Our 

tested and proven products create clean slate surfaces 

that are ready to be transformed.

Modernizing the paint correction process is one of our 

goals at Americana Global. Our cutting edge polishing 

system pairs compounds and pads for a straightforward 

process that achieves faster results.

Modern maintenance solutions that care and preserve the 

quality finish on any surface. Specially designed to work on 

modern protection systems like ceramic coatings, paint 

protection films & vinyl wraps.

All vehicles need protective products that are quick and 

effective. Americana Global’s protective products enhance 

and protect the results on the flawless finish. 



The Americana Global Step 1 Category of prep detailing products 
allows professionals and DIY enthusiasts to accomplish this phase 

quicker, faster, and more cost-effective.
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Task:
Non-Acid Wheel and Tire Cleaner. Safe to use on most wheel types. Spray-on, agitate, 
and spray off solution.

Size:
16oz & 1-Gallon Container

Americana Global Wheel & Tire Cleaner is the newest evolution of wheel 
and tire cleaners. The 2-in-1 cleaner is designed to streamline the process 
of wheel and tire detailing. Our Wheel & Tire cleaner is a non-acid, high 
foaming formulation that cuts through brake dust, grime, light corrosion, 
dirt, and old caked-on tire dressings. 

This product is safe on all tires, painted or powder coated (with a clear coat), 
clear coated, chrome, factory, and ceramic coated wheels.

*PLEASE NOTE: Do NOT use on wheels that are warm to the touch. Make 
sure to spray off wheels and tires with water first prior to spraying Wheel 
& Tire Cleaner on them.

1.

Wheel & Tire  
Cleaner

• Always make sure the wheel is cool before applying Americana 
Global Wheel & Tire Cleaner.

• Rinse the wheel and tire with fresh water FIRST before the 
application. This will remove excess debris and allow the chemical to 
penetrate stubborn brake dust and contaminants. 

• Once the wheel and tires are wet and cool to the touch, spray one 
wheel and tire at a time. 

• Spray tire and wheel surfaces liberally and let our Wheel & Tire 
Cleaner dwell for 1-2 minutes.

• Use a wheel brush if build up is particularly heavy. Rinse wheel and 
tire thoroughly with water.

• Do not allow product to dry onto any surfaces. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

NON-ACID BASED CLEANER
Some wheel cleaners on the market contain acids – which can 

cause pitting, surface, damage, and cause contamination on 

brake rotors and pads when sprayed. Americana Global Wheel 

& Tire Cleaner is an aggressive cleaning agent, with strong 

surfactants that help to dilute brake dust, road grime, and oils – 

without causing damage to the surface. 

EXCEPTIONAL TIRE CLEANER
Our Wheel & Tire Cleaner is a simple to use, spray on – agitate – 

rinse off solution. It’s designed to breakdown road grime that can 

embed inside of tire sidewalls and tread. This leaves your tires 

looking factory-fresh, and ready for a non-sling, water-based tire 

shine. 

Crisp Cinnamon Aroma
We’ve infused a cinnamon scent into this tire and wheel cleaner. 

While it does not impact performance of the product, it does 

enhance the user experience. 

Easy-to-Use Spray Nozzle
Our 28/410 spray nozzle features a revolutionary high-volume 

pump mechanism, which delivers an ample amount of cleaning 

agent onto the vehicle surface. This not only helps you save time 

in applying the product, but it also helps to reduce overuse – 

which can save you money.

DIRECTIONS



is a professional grade environmental decontamination product. It is spe-
cifically engineered to dissolve embedded ferrous-based contaminants 
such as carbon, iron, and other naturally occurring metallic substances 
from painted and clear coated surfaces. Industrial fallout is derived by 
manufacturing processes involving carbon and ferrous-based substances. 

These microscopic particles are attracted to metallic surfaces (such as 
vehicle body parts) and eventually bond directly to the surface. Over time, 
these microscopic materials infuse directly to the substrate, which can 
lead to scratching or permanent surface damage. 

1.

Iron & Fallout 
Remover

Task:
Decontamination spray. Removes ferrous-based materials including industrial fallout, brake 
dust, rail dust, and carbon-based substances. To be used as a decontamination product, 
prior to clay bar treatment, paint correction, or applying any paint protective solution. 

Size:

16oz, 32oz, 1-Gallon Container

PH NEUTRAL FORMULA
Our Iron & Fallout Remover is a pH neutral solution, meaning that 

it is safe to use on all vehicle surfaces including windows, 
clear coats, single-stage paints, and other metals. It’s 
designed to be used in ventilated areas or outdoors in 
shaded areas. 

FAST ACTING IRON REMOVER
This new and improved iron remover goes to work instantly. 
As the product is sprayed on the surface, our proprietary 
blend of ingredients begins to dissolve iron particles. You 
can see it working as those ferrous materials slowly change 
to a purple color.

MADE IN THE USA
Like ALL Americana Global products, our Iron & Fallout 
Remover is 100% made in the United States. Each product 
is manufactured using advanced chemical blending and 
filling procedures, with extreme attention to detail and 
product consistency.

1. Shake well before use.

2. Do not apply this product in direct sunlight or any substance that is 
warm to the touch. 

3. Clean the surface with soap and water prior to using Iron & Fallout 
Remover.

4. Use the spray nozzle to apply and saturate the desired surface, agitate 
with a brush, sponge, or Microfiber towel.

5. Allow the product to sit for 5 min. Once Release has activated it will 
bleed purple. Do NOT allow the product to dry on any surface. 

6. Rinse thoroughly with water or power washer if available. 

7. Americana Global recommends washing your surface with SOAP 
or Rinseless Wash after using Iron & Fallout Remover. This will fully 
remove any chemicals from the surface. For an optimal paint correction 
experience, follow up by using Americana Global Surface Prep. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical attention 
immediately.

DIRECTIONS



Task:

Decontamination of Surface Debris (Pre and Post Paint Correction). Used as a stripping 
agent – to remove residue, wax, oil, grease, and soaps.

Size:

16oz, 32oz, 1-Gallon 

The Americana Global PREP & CORRECT steps end by using Americana 
Global Residue & Oil Remover. It’s a scientifically formulated surface prep 
spray that is infused with Isopropyl Alcohol, surfactants, and other solvents 
that preps a surface for paint correction, or installation of paint protection 
products. 

It is designed to remove existing waxes, polymers, oils, and residue – leaving 
your substrate surgically clean and prepped before and after paint cor-
rection. We recommend using this product BEFORE buffing or polishing, 
and AFTER paint correction – to ensure a perfectly clean surface.

1.

Surface Prep
remover

EXCELLENT CERAMIC COATING PREP SPRAY
Allways ensure your surface is surgically clean before installation, 

it’s the key to longevity and producing that amazing shine. Amer-

icana Global Surface Prep Spray was initially formulated as a prep 

product to be used right after paint correction. This permits the 

ceramic coating to bond directly to the substrate – which provides 

a stronger installation, helps the coating last longer, and performs 

better.

PERFECT FOR PPF & VINYL INSTALLATION
This oil and residue remover is also exceptional for prepping a sur-

face for paint protection film and vinyl. These products depend on 

adhesives to bond to paint clear coats. When you use Americana 

Global Surface Prep Spray as directed, the vinyl or PPF will bond 

easier, quicker, and with more integrity. This helps ensure longevi-

ty, extends your product lifespan, and saves you time.

READY TO USE SURFACE PREP SPRAY
We formulated our Surface Prep Spray as a ready-to-use product 

– meaning there is no wasting time trying to find that perfect 

dilution ratio to mix yourself. This not only saves you time, and 

money – but also reduces the potential of damage to soft surfaces 

like window seals and exterior trim pieces. Simply spray it on the 

surface, wipe it clean with a fresh microfiber towel – then flip the 

towel over to remove the excess.

SAFE FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE
Unlike concentrated IPA or paint strippers, Americana Global’s 

Surface Prep Spray is safe to use indoors (with proper ventila-

tion) or outside. While we don’t recommend using the product 

in direct sunlight, or on a surface that is warm to the touch, it 

can be sprayed and applied in outdoor conditions. This makes 

it convenient for professional detailers with auto salons, mobile 

technicians, or the DIY enthusiast.

• Use solvent-resistant gloves. 

• Do NOT use it on any surface that is hot to the touch. Avoid using in 
direct sunlight.

•  Use a lint-free microfiber cloth for removal and buffing.

• Saturate the desired surface and let stand 1 minute before removal.

• Always test the product on a small inconspicuous area for an 
adverse reaction.

• Use one towel to do your first wipe, second clean towel for final 
buffing.

• Do not use on a freshly painted surface (adhere to manufacturing 
guidelines).

*If you’re going to use our Surface Prep Spray indoors, please make sure to wear an 
N-95 mask to protect your respiratory system from potential long-term impacts.

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS



Task:

Professional-grade cleaning agent – Highly-concentrated all-purpose cleaner. For 
professional use ONLY. Not recommended for DIY enthusiast. 

Size:

16oz & 1-Gallon Container

All Purpose Cleaner – 
concentrate
Americana Global’s Concentrated All-Purpose Cleaner has been engi-
neered for the professional detailer. It is a heavy-duty, highly concentrated 
formulation that cleans the toughest stains, caked on dirt, grease, oil, and 
deep stains. 

When used as directed, it can be custom diluted for specific detailing tasks 
including engine bays, tires, and wheels, bug splatter removal, paint cor-
rection decontamination, interior stain removal on textiles, and removing 
light stains on vinyl & leather materials. 

Unlike some concentrated APC products, Americana Global’s is a soap-
based solution, meaning it’s designed to clean build-up, grime, and stub-
born debris. It can be used in foam cannons as a pre-wash soak (to help 
remove caked on debris and wax) – used in spray bottles or mixed in 
buckets for microfiber towel or scrub brush application. 

1.

HEAVY-DUTY CLEANER
This APC concentrate is a heavy duty cleaning agent – 
designed to be used by professional detailers or those 
with experience using concentrated solutions. 

REMOVES BUGS, TAR, AND STICKY DEBRIS 
Our concentrated all-purpose cleaning solution removes 
the need to purchase alcohol-based cleaning agents. 
Simply mix at a ratio of 1:10, spray the liquid onto the 
vehicle surface, let it dwell for 30 seconds, and scrub off 
with a microfiber towel.

GREAT FOR ENGINE BAYS & SUSPENSION DETAILING
Detailing engines and suspension parts that are caked 
with grease, oil, and road grime is always challenging. 
Our concentrated APC allows professional detailers and 
automotive experts to fine-tune their mix ratio for specific 
levels of dirt and grime. 

RECOMMENDED DILUTION RATIO

1:5      For Tires, Wheels, Suspension, and Engine Bays 

1:10    For Heavy Soiled Interior (textiles), Bug Removal, and Paint
          Correction Decontamination 

1:20   For Light Stains, Vinyl & Leather

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.



The proprietary Americana Global Paint Correction systems utilizes 
state-of-the art compounds and polishes – paired perfectly with the 

right cutting or finishing pad to achieve a flawless finish.
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FINE CUT COMPOUND  
& POLISH

Task:
Finishing Cut & Polish – Best results are achieved after using our Medium Cut Compound 
to remove imperfections. Helps remove DA Haze, micro marring, & other microscopic 
imperfections.

Size:
16oz, 32oz, 1-Gallon Container

2.

Americana Global Fine Cut Finishing Polish is the perfect final step in the 
multiple-stage paint correction process. It was engineered for superlative 
clarity and binary finishing capabilities. This silky-smooth finishing polish is 
infused with a proprietary blend of ingredients that produces fine cutting 
capabilities that removes imperfections left behind by previous cutting 
compound steps. 

When paired with Americana Global’s proprietary Orange, Black or Red 
foam pads, Fine Cut easily removes DA Haze from previous correction 
steps, swirls and wash marring, and micro marring. The end result is a 
flawless finish, that produces exceptional clarity, depth, gloss, and shine. 

Once this final step is completed, we strongly recommend using Ameri-
cana Global Surface Prep Spray – which has been customized to remove 
the oils and other agents from the vehicle’s surface. It leaves behind a 
surgically clean surface – ready for ceramic coatings, wax, paint sealants, 
vinyl or paint protection film. 

REMOVES DA HAZE 
A common side-effect of using dual action orbital polishers is 

DA Haze. It’s created by dirty or cross contaminated polishing 

pads, residue left behind by previous compounds, or using the 

incorrect combination of pads and abrasives. Our Fine Cut is for-

mulated to remove this common imperfection, leaving behind a 

flawless finish. 

DELETE MINOR SWIRL MARKS
New cars from the auto sales lot are often embedded with micro 

swirl marks, due to using low-quality car washing supplies. The 

Fine Cut compound and finishing polish is infused with a mi-

cro-abrasive that will remove these tiny imperfections. 

THE AMERICANA GLOBAL PAINT CORRECTION SYSTEM
The Americana Global Paint Correction System simplifies the 

process of completing this time-consuming task. Each of our 

compounds and polishes work in conjunction with a series of 

Americana Global Cutting or Finishing Pads. This gives the detail-

er the flexibility to choose a pairing for specific paint conditions 

and correction tasks. 

The Fine Cut polish pairs exceptional with Americana Global Medium 
Cut Orange Foam Pad, Fine Cut Black Foam Pad, and Micro Cut Red 
Foam Pad. For optimal results, we recommend using this system with 
dual action orbital buffing machines. 

• Shake well before use.

• Always prime the pad prior to starting your correction. 

• Use 4-6 pea size drops per 2-foot by 2-foot section. 

• Spread the Fine Cut compound across the entire working area 
before engaging the buffer. 

• Maintain a slow tempo and arm speed, with minimal pressure 
applied.

• Do NOT BUFF the product until it is dry. Keep the surface area wet.

• Remove residue with a clean microfiber towel. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

APPLICATION



medium CUT 
compound

Task:
Diminishing Abrasive Cutting Compound – For removing 1500-grit medium scratches, swirl 
marks, and paint imperfections. Can be used with orbital or rotary polishing machines. 

Size:
16oz, 32oz, 1-Gallon Containers

The Americana Global Medium Cut compound is infused with the most 
advanced Diminishing Abrasive Technology available to professional 
detailers today. Our Medium Cut Compound was designed for maxi-
mum defect removal, longer product cycling, and impeccable finishing 
capabilities. 

Our Medium Cut uses the same proven diminishing abrasive technology 
as our previously branded 1500 compound. As the compound is worked 
into the clear coat, the abrasives slowly break down into smaller particles 
– which produces a fast, yet gentle cutting action. 

The end result – is a compound that produces less micro-marring and cre-
ates a quicker finishing step. It’s a water-based compound, that produces 
less dust than previous formulations, with superior cutting control, and 
exceptional finishing abilities. This makes the Medium Cut Compound 
more eco-friendly, and compliant with evolving EPA regulations. 

2. LOW DUST FORMULATION
One of the drawbacks of most diminishing abrasives compounds 

is the excessive dust produced during the working cycle. Our pro-

prietary formulation helps to reduce the amount of dust created. 

This not only helps to keep your work area clean but reduces cross 

contamination – especially when you apply a professional ceramic 

coating or paint protection film.

ONE STEP FOR MINOR IMPERFECTIONS
The Americana Global Medium Cut Compound is an exception-

al single-stage solution for those factory-direct delivered vehicles 

seeking ceramic coatings or paint protection film. This compound 

also contains polishing oils and lubricants that helps to produce a 

superior finish. When paired with our Orange Medium Cut Foam 

Pad, it removes micro-swirls and paint imperfections, while pol-

ishing the surface to leave a superior shine. 

DEEP SHINE, DEPTH & GLOSS
The Americana Global Paint Correction System is intended to pro-

vide time-strapped detailers with a process that produces deep 

shine, depth, and gloss their customer’s demand. This Medium 

Cut compound works great on hard or soft clear coats, gel coats, 

and aerospace paints. 

THE AMERICANA GLOBAL PAINT CORRECTION SYSTEM
We’ve formulated our compounds and polishes to work in con-

junction with Americana Global’s proprietary cutting and fin-

ishing pads. The Medium Cut Compound pairs exceptional with 

Americana Global Purple Hybrid Cutting Pad, Microfiber, Yellow 

Heavy Cut Foam Pad, and Orange Medium Cut Foam Pad. For op-

timal results, we recommend using this system with dual action 

orbital buffing machines.

This rapid cut and low dust formula are best paired with Americana Glob-
al Crazy Cut Hybrid Cutting Pads, Microfiber, or Max Cut Yellow Foam 
Pads & Medium Cut Orange Pads.

• Shake well before use.

• Always prime the pad prior to starting your correction. 

• Use 4-6 pea size drops per 2-foot by 2-foot section. 

• Spread the Medium Cut compound across the entire working area 
before engaging the buffer. 

• Maintain a slow tempo and arm speed, with minimal pressure 
applied.

• Do NOT BUFF the product until it is dry. Keep the surface area wet.

• Remove residue with a clean microfiber towel. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

APPLICATION



2.

ultimate CUT 
compound

Task:
Heavy Cutting Compound – for 1000-grit heavy scratches and paint imperfections. Pair with 
Americana Global Purple Hybrid Pad, Microfiber Pad, or Yellow Heavy Cut Foam Pad for 
optimal results. Can be used with dual action or orbital polishing machines.

Size:
16oz, 32oz, 1-Gallon Containers

Americana Global Ultimate Cut is the next level of advancement for cutting 
compounds. Focusing on the minds of professional body shops and de-
tailers, we set out to create an all-new formula that will give an extremely 
heavy cut, long work cycle, and high gloss finish; saving you time and 
money on follow up steps. This product replaces our diminishing abrasive 
1000-grit compound. The new formulation utilizes nano-ceramic alumi-
na abrasives – which helps tackle the most neglected paint conditions, 
gelcoat, and fiberglass. 

It is a revolutionary formulation that allows easy wipe off with little dust 
and no sling. Additionally, the new nano-ceramic abrasives help detailers 
and body shops continue to cut until they’ve achieved the correction they 
desire. It likewise helps to reduce marring, which streamlines the finish-
ing process, helping detailers save time and money. Americana Global 
Ultimate Cut works excellent with long-throw Dual Action Polishers and 
Rotary Buffers. It is body shop safe and VOC compliant.

NANO-CERAMIC ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY
This new 1000-grit compound is formulated using nano ceram-

ic abrasive technology. It helps produce a superior cut, with ex-

tended flexibility on cutting – without creating time consuming 

and paint damaging micro-marring.

ECO-FRIENDLY WATER-BASED COMPOUND
Our Ultimate Cut compound is a water-based solution, which is 

VOC compliant and biodegradable. It can be used in automotive 

and marine applications. 

EASY TO WIPE OFF
Unlike older 1000-grit compounds, Americana Global Ultimate 

Cut Compound is easy to wipe off. The lack of excessive oil-based 

ingredients and fillers helps detailers wipe off residue easily – 

without leaving fillers which can mask the actual cutting per-

formance. 

FORMULATED TO PAIR WITH AMERICANA GLOBAL PADS
We formulate all cutting compounds and polishes to work in 

conjunction with our proprietary Americana Global Cutting and 

Finishing Pads. This product pairs exceptionally well with our 

Purple Hybrid Cutting pad, Microfiber Cutting pad, and our Yel-

low Heavy Cut Foam Pad. 

This rapid cut and low dust formula are best paired with Americana Glob-
al Crazy Cut Hybrid Cutting Pads, Microfiber, or Max Cut Yellow Foam 
Pads & Medium Cut Orange Pads.

• Shake well before use.

• Always prime the pad prior to starting your correction. 

• Use 4-6 pea size drops per 2-foot by 2-foot section. 

• Spread the Ultimate Cut compound across the entire working area 
before engaging the buffer. 

• Wipe off residue and inspect the area prior to moving forward with 
a diminishing abrasive or final cut polishing compound. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

APPLICATION



Exact Fit Design
Each Americana Global Cutting or Finishing Pad features a precision fit design, that allows the pad to sit perfectly square on the 6”, 5” 
or 3” backing plate. This reduces the excessive heat on the outer edge of the pad, which can create hot spots on the surface as you’re 
correcting or finishing. 

Signature Ventilation Holes
We were the first company to precision manufacture ventilation holes that perfectly align on backing plates. This design permits air to 
circulate from the back of the orbital polisher to keep the pad cooler for longer periods of time. 

The combination of these attributes helps the pads cut and finish better, run cooler, reduced delamination or glue failures, and last 
longer. This saves detailers time, allows them to complete paint correction projects quicker, without compromising quality. 

The Americana Global Cut / Gloss Scale
To simplify the process of picking the right pad and compound combination, we’ve created a simple to follow cut and gloss scale for 
each of our paint correction products. The goal is to pair a pad with a compound or polish – to eventually reach a score of 10 which 
completes the paint correction step. 

AMERICANA PADS

WHY IS EXACT FIT IMPORTANT?

When pad overage or excess foam hangs outside the 
parameter of your backing plate it causes two problems.

• First, the backing plate digs into the edge of the pad and begins to 
break down the edges of the pad over time. (Tearing itself apart) 

• Second, when the edge of the pad is broken down it will cause de-
lamination and glue issues of the hook and loop from the foam pad.

The exact fit design also allows for more consistent and even pressure 
of the pad to the paint surfaces. Even and consistent surface pressures 
equate to more correction power. This also allows the machine to run 
smoother by eliminating additional drag. 

Americana Global exact fit pads with their proprietary ventilation holes 
allow the pad to run much cooler which for you means:

• Increased longevity and durability making our pads some of the 
longest lasting in the industry 

• Increase the cycle time of your buffing liquids before the carrying 
solvents are broken down

• Increased air flow prolongs the life of the cell structure within the 
pad which means less pad breakdown

• Cooler temps resist common glue failure and delamination of the 
hook and loop

*PRO TIP - We recommend using compressed air and a tornador to 
clean your pad between passes. This process can allow you to correct a 
full car with less pads. DO NOT WASH PADS in a washing machine or 
dryer.

ALWAYS keep pads in supplied packaging, stored in cool, dry areas, and 
clean after each use. DO NOT keep pads near any solvents or degreasers 
– as this will break down the backing adhesives and lead to pad failure. 

”The proprietary Americana Global Paint 

Correction systems utilizes state-of-the art 

compounds and polishes – paired perfectly 

with the right cutting or finishing pad to 

achieve a flawless finish.”



2.
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Ultimate 
Cutting Pad 
Our Medium Cut Foam Pad is appropriately named. This orange pad 
is the perfect blend of cut and gloss, which allows you to remove light 
swirl marks and marring, while also helping to improve the depth and 
shine you are looking to achieve. It pairs perfectly with our Medium Cut 
compound and can be used to finish your paint correction with our Fine 
Cut compound. For situations where the vehicle is new or has minor flaws, 
you can use the Medium Cut foam pad as a one-step polishing pad with 
our Fine Cut compound/polish. What Makes the Ultimate Cutting Pad 
Unique? This purple hybrid pad is truly unique. In fact, there is no other 
cutting pad manufactured today with the same attributes.

HYBRID WOOL AND FOAM MATERIAL

The cutting action is produced by a hybrid wool and foam material, that allows 

you to cut quicker and finish with reduced micro-marring or pigtailing – which is 

common with pure cutting pads. 

ADAPTIVE TEMPERATURE FOAM

The foam interface is designed to help disperse heat throughout the entire pad. This 

keeps the pad cooler, which allows you to control your cut with superior accuracy 

and precision.

Task:
Removing swirl marks, paint imperfections, and etched clear coats. Recommended as the 
first step in paint correction. Pairs exceptionally well with our Ultimate Cut and Medium 

Cut Compounds. 

Size:

6” & 5” Pads

2.

MAX 
CUT Pad
Our microfiber cutting pad is designed to remove medium scratches, 
oxidation, and swirl marks found on clear coats, gel coats, and other 
solid substrates. The short, yet dense microfiber material quickly attacks 
imperfections, without leaving significant marring. It can be used with 
our Heavy or Medium Cut Compounds as the primary combination to 
remove damage in the paint correction process. 

SUPERIOR FINISHING ACTION

This microfiber cutting pad is designed to be used with our Ultimate Cut 

Compound – or the first step in a multiple stage paint correction. It’s primary 

task is removing swirl marks, oxidation, and excessive etching in paint or gel coats. 

ADAPTIVE TEMPERATURE FOAM INTERFACE

The Max Cut pad features a thin foam interface that can help disperse heat 

throughout the entire pad. This keeps the pad cooler, which allows you to control 

your cut with superior accuracy and precision. 

Task:
Cutting pad made for major swirl marks, etched clear coats, and paint imperfections. Can be 
used on clear coating paint, gel coat, and other hard surfaces. Pairs well with our Ultimate 

Cutting Compound. 

Size:

6”, 5”, and 3” Pads

4/5 1/5



2.
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Heavy Cut Yellow 
Foam Pad
The Americana Yellow Heavy Cut Pad is the most aggressive foam 
pad in our line-up. This dense foam is designed to remove holograms, 
clay-induced marring, and swirl marks caused by incorrect washing 
techniques. When paired with our Ultimate Cut Compound, it removes 
imperfections on harder clear coats and gel coats. Its exceptional for 
removing swirl marks on softer, more-sensitive clear coats when paired 
with our Medium Cut compound. 

SUPERIOR CUTTING ACTION

Our heavy cutting foam pad is designed to be used with our Ultimate 
Cut Compound or Medium Cut Compound – during the first step in a 
multiple stage paint correction. Its primary task is removing swirl marks, 
oxidation, and excessive etching in paint or gel coats. 

Task:
Task: High Density Yellow foam pad made for correcting swirl marks, etched clear coats, 
and paint imperfections. Can be used on clear coating paint, gel coat, and other hard 

surfaces. Pairs well with our Ultimate Cutting Compound & Medium Cut Compound. 

Size:

6”, 5”, and 3” Pads

2.
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Medium Cut Orange 
Foam Pad
Our Medium Cut Foam Pad is appropriately named. This orange pad 
is the perfect blend of cut and gloss, which allows you to remove light 
swirl marks and marring, while also helping to improve the depth and 
shine you are looking to achieve. It pairs perfectly with our Medium Cut 
compound and can be used to finish your paint correction with our Fine 
Cut compound. For situations where the vehicle is new or has minor 
flaws, you can use the Medium Cut foam pad as a one-step polishing 
pad with our Fine Cut compound/polish. 

SUPERIOR CUTTING ACTION

Our Medium Cut Orange foam pad is designed to be used with our 
Medium Cut Compound – during the first step in a dual-stage paint 
correction. Its primary task is removing swirl marks, oxidation, and 
excessive etching in paint or gel coats. However, the pad also finishes 
exceptionally well. 

Task:
The Medium Cut foam pad is designed for correcting mild swirl marks, etched clear coats, 
and paint imperfections. Can be used on clear coating paint, gel coat, and other hard 

surfaces. Pairs well with our Medium Cut Compound and our Fine Cut Compound. 

Size:

6”, 5”, and 3” Pads



Fine Cut Black
Foam Pad
The final step of paint correction is polishing – and our black fine cut pad 
is the entry point. This pad is firm enough to remove buffing swirls or mar-
ring, while forgiving to help provide a perfect finish. It pairs exceptionally 
well with our Fine Cut polish but can also be used for soft clear coats with 
our Medium Cut compound for a quick one-step on newer paint jobs. 

SUPERIOR FINISHING ACTION
The soft density of our Fine Cut foam pad produces a superior finish during 
the final phase of paint correction. It’s intended to be used with our finish-
ing polish but maintains cutting ability to remove those tiny imperfections 
left by previous paint corrective actions. Task:

The Fine Cut Black foam pad is a finishing pad, intended to help remove micro-
imperfections during the final phase of paint correction. It’s best paired with our Fine Cut 
Compound / Polish but can be used with our Medium Cut Compound to help remove 

smaller clear coat damage during a one-step correction. 

Size:

6”, 5”, and 3” Pads

2.

Task:
The Fine Cut Black foam pad is a finishing pad, intended to help remove micro-imperfections 
during the final phase of paint correction. It’s best paired with our Fine Cut Compound / 
Polish but can be used with our Medium Cut Compound to help remove smaller clear coat 
damage during a one-step correction. 

Size:
6”, 5”, and 3” Pads

2/5 4/5

Task:
The Micro Finishing Red Foam pad is our most luxurious finishing pad. It’s an ultra-soft foam 

that pairs with our Fine Cut compound / polish to deliver superior depth, gloss, and shine. 

Size:

6”, 5”, and 3” Pads

Micro 
Finishing Pad
If your objective is to achieve extreme depth, gloss, and shine, our Micro 
Finishing Pad will get you there. This ultra-soft finishing pad is designed 
to enhance the gloss and reflection of the clear coat, to achieve extreme 
depth that is amplified when you apply a ceramic coating or paint pro-
tection film. It pairs perfectly with our Fine Cut polish. 

SUPERIOR FINISHING ACTION
The ultra-soft density of our Micro Finishing Red Foam pad produces a 
superior finish during the final phase of paint correction. It’s intended to 
be used with our finishing polish to produce an elegant finishing touch 
to complete the paint correction and enhancement process.

2.

1/5 4/5



Our user-friendly and environmentally conscious Americana Global Maintenance 
products are scientifically formulated to work with multiple protective products – 

ranging from Nano Coatings to Paint Protection Films.
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rinseless wash
soap

Task:
Eco-Friendly Rinseless Cleaning Agent. Can be used as a washing solution for cars, boats, 
airplanes, industrial equipment, and off-road vehicles. Also used as a glass cleaner, clay bar 
lubricant spray, and more. 

Size:
16oz, 1-Gallon Containers

Americana Global Rinseless Wash is a highly concentrated hybrid, 
eco-friendly, rinse-free solution that has been formulated for multiple 
cleaning and detailing tasks. Our rinseless car wash is formulated to work 
on multiple substrates – ranging from ceramic coated vehicles, non-coated 
paint, glass, trim, chrome, vinyl, paint protection film, and more. 

This revolutionary formula encapsulates dirt and debris, effectively pulling 
it from the surface. The high lubricity of this eco-wash helps to improve 
clean-up capability, while also reducing the potential of scratching when 
removing. Finally, a proprietary blend of polymers and ceramic ingredients 
helps to provide a thin layer of protection on the surface – for improved 
depth, gloss, and shine. 

With multiple dilution ratios, applications, and diversity of use, Americana 
Global Rinseless Wash & Shine is the ultimate, cost-effective cleaning tool 
for detailers – from professionals to the DIY enthusiast. 

3.
THE MOST FLEXIBLE DETAILING PRODUCT
The Americana Global Rinseless wash system is the most cost-effec-

tive and flexible detailing product in our arsenal. The highly concen-

trated formulation allows users to wash vehicles indoors or outside, 

without using water to rinse. It’s used by professional detailers as a 

clay lubricant, glass cleaner, wheel cleaner, car wash, and more. 

ECO-FRIENDLY CAR WASH
Car owners living in regions with severe water restrictions under-

stand the struggle of keeping their vehicles clean. Our Rinseless 

wash removes this hurdle and makes it easier than ever to maintain 

your vehicle’s shine and luster. Simply use 2oz of Rinseless Wash per 

3-gallons of water in a wash bucket. 

CLAY BAR LUBRICANT
The process of removing iron fallout and deep clear coat contami-

nants is simplified by using Americana Global Rinseless Wash as a 

clay bar lubricant. We recommend using 1oz of formula per 10oz of 

water – or 3oz per 32oz spray bottle. 

STREAK-FREE WINDOW CLEANER
For those searching for another use for our Rinseless Wash, consider 

using it as a streak-free window cleaner. Simply mix 1/2oz per 32oz 

spray bottle – or 1oz per two gallons of water, spray on dirty windows, 

and wipe off. Finish by using a drying towel for a streak-free and 

crystal clean window.

When using as a rinseless wash, mix 1oz per two gallons of water. You can 
use a spray pump to saturate the surface first, then use the bucket meth-
od with a clean, plush microfiber towel. Wash from top to bottom, left 
to right, and one panel at a time. Dry with a clean and plush microfiber 
drying towel. 

Recommended Dilution Ratios:

1:32 - Rinseless Wash 

1:256 - Glass Cleaner 

1:10 – Clay bar Lubricant Spray

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS



3.

Ceramic glass
cleaner

Task:
Window Tint Safe Glass Cleaner. This product has been formulated for Ceramic Pro 
KAVACA Window Films – and other professional-grade window tints. It is ammonia free, 
sourced from natural ingredients, and is eco-friendly. 

Size:
16oz, 1-Gallon Containers

Americana Global SiO2 Glass Cleaner is a revolutionary, advanced, 
non-streaking glass cleaner that removes contamination while leaving a 
protective coating in place. This window tint safe glass cleaner contains 
ZERO ammonia-based ingredients yet creates a powerful cleaning effect 
on your glass. It breaks through the toughest grime such as oil, dirt, fin-
gerprints, and other environmental contaminants. 

Infused with SiO2, Americana Global’s glass cleaner will add a lasting pro-
tective coating on your glass surface for months. It is safe to use on both 
interior and exterior glass surfaces as well as ceramic coated glass surfaces

NON-STREAKING GLASS CLEANER
Our proprietary formula does not utilize ammonias, which 
commonly leave streaks on automotive windows. A blend 
of natural-occurring soaps and degreasing agents remove 
haze, surface debris, and contaminants – leaving behind a 
crisp and visually-enhancing automotive glass surface.

CERAMIC INFUSED
We’ve discovered a way to infuse silicon dioxide or SiO2 into 
our automotive glass cleaner. This leaves a protective lay-
er on top of the window or window film. For outside auto-
motive glass, it helps improve the hydrophobic properties 
– which improves visibility during rain or snowstorms.  

ECO-FRIENDLY AND SUSTAINABLE 
This glass cleaner is 100% biodegradable – sourced from 
naturally-occurring elements. All Americana Global prod-
ucts are manufactured, packaged, and shipped from 
Southern California, which reduces our carbon footprint on 
shipping and logistics. 

1. Shake well prior to use. 

2. Always avoid spraying Americana Global SiO2 Glass Cleaner on any 
surface that is warm to the touch – and never in direct sunlight. 

3. Spray a fine mist over the area you wish to clean. 

4. Wipe off with a clean glass-specific microfiber cloth. 

5. Flip microfiber to dry side and wipe any remaining product for a 
streak free finish.

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS



Our Americana Global Protective solutions are designed to provide an extra 
layer of protection, increasing the depth, gloss, and shine of each vehicle – 

while protecting their financial investment.
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Detail Spray

Task:
Waterless car wash, intended to clean light debris off a vehicle’s surface. Can be used on 
paint, vinyl, PPF, glass, wheels, tires, boats, carbon fiber, and other materials. Also, can be 
used as a clay bar lubricant spray or quick SiO2 Boost Spray for improved hydrophobic 
properties, shine, and depth. 

Size:
16oz, 1-Gallon Containers

4.

Americana Global Detail Spray is a ready-to-use waterless wash and detail-
ing spray. Infused with a light amount of SiO2, and reduced solvents, our 
detail spray can be used between maintenance washes, as a stand-alone 
product on vehicles that are not coated or show / race cars throughout 
the day or night. It adds up to 2 months of hydrophobic protection while 
giving your vehicles paint a deep, rich shine and slickness.

Americana Global Detail Spray uses an encapsulating technology to cap-
ture and safely lift dirt, dust, road grime, fingerprints, and water spots from 
any surface of your vehicle leaving a scratch and streak-free finish. The 
anti-static polymers bond to existing protection to create a rich shine. This 
product is non-abrasive and non-silicone. It is also perfect for spot washing 
or complete vehicle washing without water and safe on all coatings, vinyl, 
and paint protection film.

FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS

EASY TO USE OUTDOORS
This revolutionary detail spray contains zero solvents – 
meaning it can be used outside and in direct sunlight. For 
warm surfaces, simply spray the product onto a microfiber 
towel, wipe on the surface, then use a clean and dry micro-
fiber towel to remove the residue. 

NO SCRATCHES
This quick detail spray uses encapsulating technology, 
which lifts dirt and light debris from the vehicle surface. 
When used as directed, you won’t create scratches. 

LEAVES A PROTECTIVE COATING
We’ve infused this detail spray with a small amount of SiO2, 
which leaves an ultra-slick finish once the product flashes. 
By removing the residue with a dry and plush microfiber 
towel, you’ll have up to two months of added hydrophobic 
protection. 

1. Shake well prior to use. 

2. While you can use this product outdoors and in direct sunlight, 
avoid spraying on hot surfaces.

3. Spray Americana Global Detail Spray onto a small area no more 
than 2 feet by 2 feet. 

4. Rub into the surface using a soft, clean, and plush microfiber towel. 

5. Turn cloth over to clean and dry side and buff to a high gloss shine.

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.



4.

Tire & Trim 
Conditioner

Task:
Provides a Shine & Protects Rubber and Plastic Surfaces from damage caused by UV rays. 

Size:
16oz & 32oz Bottles

Americana Global Tire & Trim Conditioner is an innovative and eco-friendly 
protectant and shine enhancer. This water-based formulation has been 
engineered to produce a long-lasting finish with a deep luster and smooth 
shine. 

The unique color-matching technology allows the product to darken 
weather-damaged tires and trim, helping to restore plastic and rubber 
materials to a like-new condition. It is an easy to apply, quick drying, and 
non-sling tire and trim conditioner. 

NO SLING FORMULATION
We’ve engineered our tire and trim conditioner as a wa-
ter-based product. This allows the tire shine to bond to the 
substrate and reduces the potential of slinging product on 
the side of your vehicle. 

RESTORES UV FADED SIDEWALLS
This innovative tire shine contains color-matching technol-
ogy which helps to condition rubber and plastic materials. 
It helps to restore mild fading due to UV damage. 

ECO-FRIENDLY
Our water-based tire shine is a 100% biodegradable prod-
uct. Each product is packaged using recycled and sustain-
able materials. 

• Clean the tire thoroughly with a high-quality tire cleaner. Dry 
completely prior to application. 

• Apply Americana Global Tire & Trim Conditioner to an applicator 
and wipe on evenly.

• Smooth down any streaks or drops.

• Allow to dry for 30 minutes before using the vehicle. Allow 24 hours 
to dry before driving in the rain.

• For ultimate gloss and shine, apply 2 coats.

• Do NOT use tire shine products on motorcycle tires. 

WARNING: DO NOT SWALLOW. If ingested, please seek medical 
attention immediately.

FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS
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SKU NAME SIZE CASE RETAIL PRICE

AG-MCC-GALC Medium Cut Compound Gallon 4 $ 592.00 

AG-WTC-16C Wheel & Tire Cleaner 16oz 15 $ 210.00 

AG-CAS-16C Ceramic Aftercare Soap 16oz 12 $ 228.00 

AG-CAS-GALC Ceramic Aftercare Soap Gallon 4 $ 216.00 

AG-APCRTU-16C All Purpose Cleaner - RTU 16oz 15 $ 195.00 

AG-APCC-GALC All Purpose Cleaner - Conc. Gallon 4 $ 164.00 

AG-APCC-16C All Purpose Cleaner - Conc. 16oz 12 $ 168.00 

AG-CWC-16C Ceramic Glass Cleaner 16oz 15 $ 210.00 

AG-CWC-GALC Ceramic Glass Cleaner Gallon 4 $ 164.00 

AG-FCC-32C Fine Cut Compound 32oz 12 $ 612.00 

AG-FCC-16C Fine Cut Compound 16oz 12 $ 324.00 

AG-FCC-GALC Fine Cut Compound Gallon 4 $ 648.00 

AG-TS-32C Tire Shine 32oz 12 $ 372.00 

AG-TS-16C Tire Shine 16oz 12 $ 255.00 

AG-DS-GALC Detail Spray Gallon 4 $ 164.00 

AG-IR-GALC Iron Remover Gallon 4 $ 360.00 

AG-SP-GALC Surface Prep Spray Gallon 4 $ 300.00 

AG-SP-16C Surface Prep Spray 16oz 15 $ 255.00 

AG-DS-16C Detail Spray 16oz 15 $ 225.00 

AG-MCC-32C Medium Cut Compound 32oz 12 $ 624.00 

AG-SP-32C Surface Prep Spray 32oz 10 $ 270.00 

AG-WTC-GALC Wheel & Tire Cleaner Gallon 4 $ 164.00 

AG-IR-32C Iron Remover 32oz 10 $ 350.00 

AG-RW-32C Rinseless Wash 32oz 12 $ 396.00 



• No expiration date on affiliate tracking of customers who click your  
affiliate link.

• Dedicated customers once they make a purchase and sign-up with  
their email.

• 100% Transparent Dashboard Access. Review ALL Sales and Commissions 
from a simple to navigate dashboard.

• Pay out directly to your PayPal account. *Make sure to set up a PayPal 
account PRIOR to signing up please.

• Superior Marketing Support from Americana Global. We’ll provide you with 
customized banners, marketing materials, video content, blogs, and other 
resources to help you educate your customers and followers.

Flat Rate Commission Structure from 10 to 25% on ALL PRODUCTS

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT IS THE AMERICANA GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM?

The Americana Global Partnership Program offers top-tier commissions to those 
who sign up and actively market the products we sell through their channels. 
This program allows detailer’s, automotive enthusiasts, or online drop shippers to 
earn passive income by selling or promoting our products to their customers and 
followers.

Each Americana Partner is provided a dedicated URL – that allows tracks all 
website visitors who click that link FOREVER – or use a dedicated promotional code 
associated with that affiliate. This link can be shared via Social Media posts, YouTube.
com videos, embedded with banners or images, or assigned to a “BUY NOW” button.

This program allows you to promote and sell Americana Global Professional-Grade 
Car Care Products with a single click of the button – and without having to hold 
thousands of dollars of inventory.

AMERICANA GLOBAL  
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
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